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Milan, which already has two airports, Milan Malpensa and Milan Linate, uses Bergamo airport for low-cost
flights. Read more Transport: Florence, Milan and BergamoAirlines tail numbers: Flight time: 4 hours 35 minutes.
Departure: 16.02.2013 Direct flight from Moscow to Milan Boeing 737-800. The flight to Milan Malpena Airport
will take you about 4 hours and you will easily get to know the chic sights that you will see along the way. The Air
Dolomites airliner will delight you with home comfort, which will land in Milan in less than 2 hours. This flight
will be operated on a Boeing 757 aircraft. A direct flight from Moscow to Florence takes about 4 hours and 40

minutes. in flight. Landing will take place in Bergama. popular flight. Stop in Milan and breathe fresh air from the
first steps on earth! The legendary city will witness the competition for the title of the greenest in the world.

Arrive at exactly 2 hours and 45 minutes. This fast flight will be the beginning of acquaintance with the
unforgettable history of this city. Milan offers over 200 hotels and 26 restaurants, including 3 in the historic

centre, several embassies, luxury shops and some of the most beautiful squares in the world, including the Duomo.
We recommend that you stay in one of these hotels and enjoy the beauty of Milan while visiting historical and

cultural monuments. Milan is also the capital of Italian fashion. In this city you can choose fashion brands, from
swimwear to fashionable clothes. If you don't want to risk your fortune and just want to spend your free time, stay
in the "new" fashion capital. Do not forget to take warm clothes with you, as very often the morning cold forces

the windows to be opened to let in fresh air. You will be pleased with the local flavor and comfort in the cities you
visit. Oriental motifs are observed in Milano Marittima - the historical center of the city. The hallmark of the city

is Duque Square; as well as the famous Duomo Cathedral of Milan, the City Hall and the Sforza Castle.Further
along the road, you can stop by Rimini, an old coastal Italian city located south of Milan. Milano Amato is one of
the largest resort cities, which is also a port city. Rimini is a center of international tourism. The oldest university

in Europe and the center of education, the University of Milan, is located here
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